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Abstract: Hydrogen is the most common molecule in the universe. It is an excellent fuel for thermal
engines: piston, turbojet, rocket, and, going forward, in thermonuclear power plants. Hydrogen
is currently used across a range of industrial applications including propulsion systems, e.g., cars
and rockets. One obstacle to expanding hydrogen use, especially in the transportation sector, is its
low density. This paper explores hydrogen as an addition to liquid fuel in the detonation chamber
to generate thermal energy for potential use in transportation and generation of electrical energy.
Experiments with liquid kerosene, hexane, and ethanol with the addition of gaseous hydrogen
were conducted in a modern rotating detonation chamber. Detonation combustion delivers greater
thermal efficiency and reduced NOx emission. Since detonation propagates about three orders of
magnitude faster than deflagration, the injection, evaporation, and mixing with air must be almost
instantaneous. Hydrogen addition helps initiate the detonation process and sustain continuous work
of the chamber. The presented work proves that the addition of gaseous hydrogen to a liquid fuel–air
mixture is well suited to the rotating detonation process, making combustion more effective and
environmentally friendly.
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1. Introduction

It is well established that combustion processes can take place in two different modes: Deflagration
and detonation. While deflagration is widely used in almost every type of thermal engine that converts
chemical to mechanical energy, detonation is considered to be more forward looking. It delivers greater
cycle efficiency and lower emissions, especially important in the context of climate change concerns [1].

The first person to propose improving a thermodynamic cycle using detonation instead of
deflagration was Zel’dovich in 1940 [2]. In the late 1950s, Nicholls et al. [3] proposed and built the first
pulsed detonation engine supplied by a hydrogen–air mixture. Sometime later, Adamson et al. [4,5]
researched the possibility of harnessing rotating detonation to improve the efficiency of rocket
propulsion while Voitsekhovskii [6] successfully achieved spinning detonation in the laboratory.
However, after an initial boom in research, progress then ceased as no successfully operating system
came to fruition [7]. Interest in the rotating detonation engine (RDE) revived at the beginning of the 21st
century when research resumed almost at the same time in Russia [8], Poland [9–12], and France [13]
and later in Japan [14], the USA [15], Singapore [16], China [17], and other countries [18].
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Burning the same mixture using different combustion modes (deflagration or detonation) results
in substantially different products. Subsequently, applying those different modes to a propulsion
system will result in different levels of performance. In the isobaric Brayton cycle, the addition of
heat in the process of deflagrative combustion results in an increase of volume. In the isochoric
case—the Humphrey cycle—an increase of pressure occurs due to the constant volume heat addition.
The Fickett–Jacobs cycle offers the greatest pressure gain coupled with a decrease in specific volume
during heat addition in detonation mode [10].

Looking at Table 1 and Figure 1, which provides a comparison of theoretical cycles’ efficiencies for
various fuels with the same initial compression ratio, it is evident that the Fickett–Jacobs cycle offers
the highest performance. In addition to higher thermodynamic efficiency, the detonation engine offers
higher energy release rate, lower emissions, and, in the case of RDE, a shorter combustion chamber
than in a classical jet engine. Wolanski [18] summarized this in the form of a table for easy comparison
of deflagrative and detonative combustion (see Table 2).

Table 1. Comparison of calculated efficiency for thermodynamic cycles: Brayton, Humphrey, and Fickett–Jacobs [10].

Fuel Brayton (%) Humphrey (%) Fickett-Jacobs (%)

Hydrogen—H2 36.9 54.3 59.3
Methane—CH4 31.4 50.5 53.2

Acetylene—C2H2 36.9 54.1 61.4

Figure 1. Comparison of theoretical cycles: Bryton (pressure = const.), Humphrey (Volume = const.),
Fickett–Jacobs (detonation) for stoichiometric hydrogen—air mixture.

Table 2. Comparison of deflagrative versus detonative combustion [18]. Reprint with permission
[4915841234612]; Copyright 2012, Elsevier Inc.

Deflagration Detonation

1 Combustion velocity in the order of tens of m/s
(large combustion chamber)

Detonation velocity in the order of km/s (short combustion
zone: compact chamber)

2 Combustion at stoichiometric ratio (high temperature,
high NOx emission, need to add extra air before turbine)

Combustion/detonation of lean mixture (rich, in rocket)
(lower temperature and lower NOx emission,

no need to mix extra air)
3 Pressure drops due to combustion Pressure increases due to detonation
4 Complex design Simple design
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From the point of view of the experimental approach regarding the detonation process in jet
propulsion systems, one of the most difficult elements is preparing the mixture: Injection, evaporation
of liquid fuel, and mixing with the oxidizer. These processes run simultaneously. While in the case of
deflagration combustion it is just a minor problem, with detonation, preparing the right mixture may
be challenging due to the velocity of the combustion front propagation, which is about three orders of
magnitude greater than for deflagration. Some past and recent publications [19,20] show that in an
experimental approach, e.g., for PDE engines, liquid kerosene is often replaced with gaseous propane,
whose detonation parameters (e.g., cell size) are similar. That approach makes it possible to focus
only on parameters of the detonation process in the designed geometry, while the problem of injection
and mixture preparation is relegated to ‘future research’. Another way to increase the sensitivity of
the air–fuel mixture to detonation transition is by adding a component with low activation energy
to the liquid fuel. Isopropyl nitrate (IPN) [21,22], which, incidentally, has a much lower evaporation
temperature (40 ◦C) than kerosene, is one such example. In RDE engines, where the process is
continuous, the approach involving replacing liquid kerosene with a gaseous propane seems to be
incorrect. It is more reasonable to treat the injection, mixing, and detonation as one complex process
inside the combustion chamber. Taking into account the authors’ experience in investigating the
detonation process, it was decided to propose the addition of hydrogen as one of the fuel components
with a wide detonation range, to facilitate the initiation and sustain the propagation of the rotating
detonation wave in the chamber. In order to design the appropriate channel geometry of the detonation
chamber it is important to know the width of the detonation cell for the specific mixture. A quick look
at fuel parameters lends greater insight to better understanding the difference between hydrogen and
liquid hydrocarbon fuels. Table 3 shows the main parameters from the combustion point of view for
the fuels considered for the investigation. Table 4 shows cell sizes and calculated detonation velocities
for different equivalence ratios in normal temperature and pressure (NTP) conditions (293 K, 100 kPa).

Table 3. Properties of fuels (based on: [23,24]).

Fuel Density (kg/m3) Boiling Point (K)
Limits

HHV (MJ/kg) LHV (MJ/kg)Flammability
in air (%)

Detonation in
Air (%)

Hydrogen 0.084 * 20.27 4/75 18.3/59 [25] 141.72 119.96
Kerosene 775–840 413–553 0.7/5.0 - 45.99 43.69
Ethanol 789 351 3.3/19 5.1/9.8 [26] 29.67 26.80
Hexane 655 342 1.2/7.4 - 48.67 45.10
Propane 1.874 * 231 2.1/9.5 2.57/7.37 [26] 50.32 46.33

* gaseous state.

Table 4. Cell size and calculated detonation velocity for 293 K initial temperature equal and 100 kPa
initial pressure of fuel–air mixture.

Fuel Cell Size λ (mm)
Calculated Detonation Velocity (m/s) for Different ϕ

0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5

Hydrogen 9.2 [27] 1606.2 1825.8 1965.5 2038.2 2081
Kerosene 60.4 [28] 1491.6 1684.3 1786.3 1822.5 1808.7
Ethanol 36.6 [29] 1500.1 1688.2 1789.3 1822.1 1808.5
Hexane 51.1 [28] 1494.3 1689 1793.8 1830.6 1817.7
Propane 46 [30], 51.3 [28] 1494.5 1690.4 1797 1833.7 1820.4

Even if building a detonation engine is still a challenging venture, a growing awareness of the
environmental impact of propulsion systems has concentrated attention on them due to their better
performance (higher thermal efficiency) and lower NOX emissions. Governments and organizations
such as the International Civil Aviation Organization are introducing policies with ever lower emission
limits [1]. Stable detonation with very lean fuel–air mixtures is conducive to this end, as it significantly
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reduces the combustion temperature, causing lower NOx emissions, as high temperature drives their
main formation mechanism.

Current scientific efforts regarding renewable energy sources mostly focus on the use of hydrogen.
Combustion of fossil/conventional fuels used in transportation and power generation systems releases
large amount of gaseous pollutants and solid particles that may cause serious harm to the environment.
Hydrogen has been considered as a promising nonpollutant alternative fuel and an energy carrier for
future energy supply systems, due to the fact that hydrogen is a clean gas and it can be produced from
water. Hydrogen may provide a secure, cost-effective, and nonpolluting energy source [31].

Hydrogen was described as “a critical and indispensable element of a decarbonized, sustainable
energy system” [32] and can play an important role in a low-carbon future, counterbalancing electricity
as a zero-carbon energy carrier that can be easily stored and transported [31]. Many recent research
papers relate to the usage of “green hydrogen” in the wind and solar power sector [33–38].

Compared to other fuels, hydrogen has the highest net calorific value (about 120 MJ/kg),
approximately three times greater than, e.g., aviation gasoline [39].

Another advantage of hydrogen over hydrocarbons is that it does not release CO2 during the
combustion process.

Many researchers [40] assert that development of the hydrogen gas turbine could be a key future
carbon-neutral technology to support society’s goal of achieving ambitious energy and climate targets.
At present, gas turbines play an important role in the development of the energy system. In 2019,
Siemens’ Roadmap reported that the energy industry committed to develop gas turbines operating
with 100% hydrogen by 2030 [41], to support the transformation of the energy grid into an energy
system based on renewable resources.

2. Aim of the Research. Experimental Facility

The main aim of the following research was to investigate the possibility to initiate a rotating
detonation using a liquid fuel–air mixture with an addition of gaseous hydrogen and the effect of such
an addition on the process itself. In every experiment the air was used as an oxidizer. Three liquid
fuels were considered as of main interest: Kerosene, ethanol, and hexane. Additionally, some
experiments were also conducted with gaseous propane as a replacement for kerosene. To investigate
this phenomenon, an experimental facility was designed and built.

The main element of the test facility (Figure 1) was a 7075 aluminum alloy chamber (1) with an
outer diameter of 168 mm and length of 120 mm, installed in a horizontal position. Inside the chamber
the special insert was axially introduced, which, together with the external chamber case, creates a
shaped channel for detonation propagation. In this case it was also an element of a hydrogen delivery
system. Assuming the constant outer diameter of the channel, a replaceable axial insert delivered the
possibility of control over the width and shape of a detonation channel, which made the facility more
universal, ready for various types of fuels.

For a stoichiometric fuel–air mixture, at initial room atmospheric pressure, the cell width value for
hydrogen–air and kerosene–air mixture is 9.2 mm [27] and 60.4 mm [28], respectively. According to [28],
cell width for the stoichiometric kerosene–air mixture varied in the range 39–84 mm. On the basis
of the authors’ own experience from past research as well as a literature review, it was known that
for a hydrogen–air mixture the width of the channel should be in the range of 5–25 mm [42–45]
and usually is proportional to the value of the cell width for the investigated mixture. The results
of experimental research described in [46] led to the conclusion that for the kerosene–air mixture,
the chamber channel width should be about 50 mm. In light of the information gathered, two axial
inserts were developed to create a channel of 10 mm for a pure hydrogen–air mixture as well as 50 mm
for all other fuels considered.

One end of the chamber was closed by an air manifold (3) with injectors and the other was open
to the dump tank (2). The chamber was equipped with doubled-fuel systems: Liquid for the main
fuel and gaseous for hydrogen addition. Injectors of both fuels were placed perpendicularly to the
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main flow in the chamber. Gaseous hydrogen was injected by 90 holes along the curvature of the
inner chamber wall. Liquid fuel was injected by 12 swirl injectors (5) fed by a common manifold.
The manifold was equipped with two electromagnetic valves: The main one responsible for delivering
the fuel from the tank to injectors and the drain valve to clear the line after each experiment, for safety
reasons. Due to the large oxidizer mass flow rate required for the experiments, the air manifold was
connected to two air tanks controlled by four electromagnetic valves. The air mass flow rate could
also be controlled by changing the pressure inside the tanks in the range 5–10 bar abs. To initiate
the detonation process inside the experimental chamber, a dedicated initiation tube was installed
perpendicularly to the chamber wall, at a distance of 42 mm from the air injectors. In most experiments,
a stoichiometric mixture of oxygen and acetylene at the pressure of 3 bar abs was used as the initiation
mixture. It was prepared in an external cylindrical tank with a partial pressure method at least 24 h
ahead of the scheduled experimental campaign. The main chamber and initiator tube were separated
by a 100 µm-thick plastic membrane that burst during, and was replaced after, each experiment.
The initiation mixture was ignited by a spark plug controlled by the dedicated acquisition system
equipped with two National Instruments’ acquisition cards (PCI 6133 and PCI 6115). More information
about the initiation process as well as the hardware can be found in the paper [47]. The design of a
research facility enables control of the fuel temperature using a controlled heater inside the fuel tank.
It should be mentioned that in some experiments the walls of the detonation chamber were heated by
two special heaters placed inside the air manifold and near to the air injector, with mean chamber wall
temperature up to 335 K. Heating up the fuel enhanced the degree of evaporation of the liquid droplets,
which influenced the process of mixture preparation inside the chamber. The facility was equipped
with several slots for thermocouples and pressure transducers. Two types of pressure transducers were
used in the experiments: High frequency (natural frequency ≈ 400 kHz) Kistler sensors to measure the
pressure inside the chamber (type 603B) and lower frequency (limiting frequency 1 kHz) Keller sensors
PAA—23/25 (absolute static pressure) and PD—23 (differential pressure) to measure the dynamic
pressure inside the manifolds. Measuring the pressures inside the feeding lines made it possible to
calculate the air and fuel mass flow rates. Figure 2a shows a view of the test facility and Figure 2b a
diagram of the detonation chamber.
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Figure 2. The experimental facility: (a) view of the research facility: 1—detonation chamber, 2—dump
tank, 3—air manifold, 4—hydrogen feeding line, 5—kerosene injectors 6—air electromagnetic valves,
7—kerosene control and cutoff valve, 8—initiator tube, 9—kerosene tank, 10—kerosene injectors
controller, 11—hydrogen tank, 12—air tank; 13—spark plug, 14—pressure transducers; (b) scheme of
the detonation chamber.
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3. Results

3.1. Initial Calculations

For proper evaluation of the influence of hydrogen addition on the mixture, a calculation of
chemical energy stored for various mixtures was performed and the results are presented in Table 5.
Table 6 presents the increase of available chemical energy content with 10, 20, and 30% by volume of
hydrogen addition to each fuel compared to the reference condition (without hydrogen addition) and
with ϕ = 1. The calculations show that for hydrocarbon fuels the maximum energy content increase
did not exceed 1% except for ethanol, where it was almost 1.7%.

Table 5. Calculated chemical energy content in 1 kg of fuel–air mixture for different equivalence ratios
based on LHV.

Fuel LHV (MJ/kg)
Equivalence Ratio

0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5

Hydrogen 119.96 1.736 2.584 3.421 4.247 5.060
Kerosene 43.69 1.394 2.056 2.698 3.319 3.921
Ethanol 26.80 1.419 2.074 2.695 3.286 3.850
Hexane 45.10 1.442 2.128 2.792 3.439 4.065
Propane 46.33 1.441 2.129 2.796 3.443 4.071

Table 6. Calculated chemical energy content in 1 kg of stoichiometric fuel–air mixture with hydrogen
addition to fuel (by volume).

Fuel Reference Energy
for ϕ = 1 (MJ)

∆(%)
10% H2/90% fuel

∆(%)
20% H2/80% fuel

∆(%)
30% H2/70% fuel

Kerosene 2.698 +0.104 +0.175 +0.315
Ethanol 2.695 +0.456 +1.009 +1.683
Hexane 2.792 +0.187 +0.352 +0.554
Propane 2.796 +0.227 +0.522 +0.914

For better interpretation of the experimental results, calculation of detonation velocities for
different equivalence ratios in normal temperature and pressure (NTP) conditions (293 K, 100 kPa) was
done, as shown in Table 4.

3.2. Experimental Results for Liquid Kerosene–Hydrogen–Air Mixture

The first stage of research investigated detonation of the hydrogen–air mixture in both chamber
configurations, described in Section 2. The results are presented in Figure 3. Knowing the geometrical
parameters of the chamber, the location of the pressure transducers, and the time between individual
peaks, it was possible to calculate the velocity of the detonation front. Having a set of calculated
velocities enabled the researchers to check how much time the detonation wave propagates with each
velocity in the period of an experiment and to present that in percentage terms. The pressure–time
history is presented at the bottom of the chart, while the percentage of detonation propagation
velocity is presented at the top. Both experiments were carried out in similar initial conditions and
using the same measuring system (sensors and National Instruments measurement card). As can be
seen, the pressure amplitude value was much higher in the dedicated 10 mm chamber width and
corresponded approximately to Chapman–Jouget pressure behind the wave. For the second chamber,
the pressure amplitude was about 5–6 times lower, which might be explained by the shape and width of
the channel, which strongly expanded the exhaust gases (transition from 10 to 50 mm). The propagation
velocities, determined by using the fast Fourier transformation in both cases, were close to an average
value of 1600 m/s. More information about FFT method to propagation velocity calculation can be
found in [48]. The second visible peak of the propagation velocity, around 3000 and 2800 m/s, revealed
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a situation where, in some periods of the experiment, two waves were propagating in concurrent or
counterrotating directions. The following results suggest that the addition of gaseous hydrogen to the
liquid fuel–air mixture should produce a beneficial outcome in the form of initiating and propagation
of rotating detonation in designed geometry.

Figure 3. Comparison of propagation of rotating detonation in two different chamber geometries:
(left) designed for hydrogen–air mixture; (right) designed for kerosene–air mixture. Upper part,
propagation velocity.

When using gaseous hydrogen as an additional ingredient instead of a main fuel, its content in
a mixture cannot be too high. It was assumed that it should be low enough to stay below the lower
detonation limit for H2—air mixture (LDLH2). The research facility was designed to deliver flexibility
for the injection system, which is why the injected ingredients were controlled by separate valves and
signal lines. This provided a possibility to open and close the valves separately at any time during
the experiment and to assure proper synchronization. The flexibility of such a system can also be
used to investigate the influence of each component on the detonation process, as will be presented
below. Figure 4 presents the parameters of a typical experiment during the campaign with liquid
kerosene, air, and addition of hydrogen. The bottom graph contains pressures in feeding manifolds of
all components. Valve opening and closing moments are clearly visible, as are the changes in pressure
during the experiment. As can be seen, hydrogen and air valves open simultaneously, causing the
pressure to rise to its maximum value in less than 50 ms and then drop steadily until the valve closes.
Perfect stability of pressures cannot be expected in the manifolds due to the type of gas delivery system.
A classical pressure feed system was used that stores propellant in external tanks and delivers it using
only pressure accumulated in the tanks (without pumps). Due to limited tank volume, the pressure
decreases over time. In our case, this approach is justified since the experiments were very short
and so the pressure drop can be considered negligible. A liquid fuel line behaves in a very different
way. After valve opening, which was made with a delay of up to 20 ms in reference to hydrogen and
air valves, pressure in the manifold rises rather slowly and reaches a steady value in about 200 ms.
After that it remains constant until the valve is closed. This behavior is again caused by the design of
the feed line, which consists of 12 injectors connected with a common manifold and operated by a single
valve. It creates a dead volume between the valve and injectors, which has to be filled with fuel in every
experiment. After the filling period, it was possible to assure steady pressure throughout the duration
of the experiment for the liquid component. As was mentioned before, initiation of the combustion
process was done using an external, dedicated initiator. The exact moment of initiator activation was
set to the time when the hydrogen and air pressures were at their maximum values. Looking at the
chamber pressure time course (upper part of Figure 4), it can be seen that after initiation (at 330 ms)
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deflagration combustion occurred, leading to 300–700 Hz oscillations and a 15% chamber pressure rise
compared to the pre-ignition period. The process continued and at the same time the pressure in the
kerosene manifold rose, changing the composition of the mixture inside the chamber. When it reached
nominal pressure (550 ms in the presented example) the detonative mode was initiated. Even a cursory
analysis of the chamber pressure–time course allows one to divide the detonative period into two parts.
The first period, between 540–580 ms is characterized by low pressure peaks in the order of 3–4 bars
and frequency of about 5 kHz. In a second period (580–630 ms), the pressure peaks reach 6–8 bars
with one-half of the frequency compared to the initial period. This effect is caused by the fact that two
waves propagate in the channel right after the initiation of detonation. After some time and many
collisions between the waves, one of them expires, leaving a single, strong wave propagating in the
channel. The energy released during the rotating detonation process is independent of the number of
propagating waves, assuming that, in the case of more than one wave, all of them propagate in the
same direction. If the waves propagate in the opposite direction, the amount of energy released may be
reduced. This is because after the waves collide and both of them reflect and begin to move back in the
direction they came from. It causes them to travel, for a very short period of time, through the exhaust
gases produced right before the collision. This is valid for the narrow region when the pressure created
by the wave exceeds the pressure of fresh mixture delivery, creating local backflow conditions [49].
The content of exhaust gases in the mixture decreases with the distance from the reflection point and,
so, after some time, the wave propagates in a fresh mixture, until it meets another wave to collide
with and reflect again. This can be seen when comparing the pressure amplitudes in both regions in
Figure 5.

Figure 4. Initiation and propagation of rotating detonation for kerosene–air mixture and with gaseous
addition of hydrogen (course of pressure).
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Figure 5. Propagation of rotating detonation for kerosene–air mixture with gaseous addition, different
mode of propagation: One and two waves.

Figure 6 presents an example experiment with additional information about equivalence ratios (φ)
for all components and timing of valves and initiator. Detailed investigation of the presented data lead
to some conclusions. First, it was evident that the equivalence ratio for hydrogen decreased over time,
while for kerosene the situation was completely the reverse. This was caused by the pressure changes
presented in Figure 4, as explained previously. Taking that into account, together with pressure changes
in the air feed line, the total equivalence ratio (when the mixture of kerosene and hydrogen is considered
as one fuel) was more or less constant during the entire experiment and its value exceeded the lower
detonation limit (LDL) for both hydrogen (LDLH2) and kerosene (LDLK). The obvious question is
why detonation was not initiated in the first ~60 ms of the experiment (marked as Part A in Figure 6)
with two φs (total and hydrogen) over the detonation limits. First of all, the estimated accuracy of
equivalence ratios’ calculation was about ±10%, which means that its actual value for hydrogen might
have been lower than the detonation limit. Moreover, the channel geometry (50 mm width) was not
optimal for initiating hydrogen detonation and, lastly, the initiator energy was not large enough to
initiate the detonation process for a situation when, initially, relatively large kerosene droplets during
evaporation were taking a lot of energy (heat) from the environment (air, hydrogen). The relation
between equivalence ratios of hydrogen and kerosene changed during the experiment. The kerosene
equivalence ratio was calculated based on liquid state, but its rising value also meant an increased
content of kerosene vapors in the combustible mixture. As mentioned previously, the flow rate of
kerosene changed due to the increasing pressure in the manifold, but another associated effect should
also be considered. As the injection pressure rose, the droplet size decreased [50], leading to a larger
number of small droplets and so the evaporation surface increased. This influenced the evaporation
rate and the vapor content in the global mixture, and, so, suitable conditions for detonation initiation
could be created. When the mixture achieves detonative potential, any large-enough energy source
can initiate the process. Local hot spots can be one source of the required energy. Since the presented
equivalence ratio was calculated based on pressures in an installation (manifolds), after injection to
the chamber, before it mixes with the other components, hydrogen can create local spots with φ far
exceeding the required limits and micro explosions can occur. The shock waves created can interact
with each other and overlap, amplifying them and leading to initiation of rotating detonation.
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Figure 6. Propagation of rotating detonation for kerosene–air mixture, influence of hydrogen addition.

The evaporation rate can also be controlled by kerosene temperature. As mentioned before,
the research facility was equipped with heaters, with a controller allowing stabilizing the kerosene
temperature. Higher temperatures increase the evaporation rate and, for some cases, make detonation
initiation possible, even if in normal condition detonation was not observed. An example of such a
situation is presented in Figure 7. Both experiments were carried out in the same feeding conditions;
the only difference was the initial temperature of the kerosene. While at room temperature the
combustion process can be identified as deflagration (Figure 7a) in the whole duration of an experiment,
after increasing the initial temperature up to 100 ◦C rotation detonation is initiated immediately after
activation of the initiator. The initial temperature influences the possibility of detonation and the time
delay between initiator activation and detonation initiation. Future research should be carried out to
identify the boundary temperature and the droplet size that enables the rotation detonation process.

Figure 7. Propagation of rotating detonation for liquid kerosene–air mixture with hydrogen addition
for different initial kerosene temperatures (a) room temperature (20 ◦C), (b) elevated (100 ◦C).

In Figure 6, the importance of hydrogen addition can be seen. At 400 ms the hydrogen valve is
closed and, as a result, rotating detonation expired immediately even though the kerosene–air mixture
was still delivered for the next 150 ms. This means that under the tested conditions detonation was
possible only with the addition of hydrogen.
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3.3. Experimental Results for Liquid Hexane/Ethanol–Hydrogen–Air Mixture

Similar experiments were conducted for other liquid fuels: Hexane (Figure 8) and ethanol
(Figure 9) with air and hydrogen addition. With insight gained from previous experience with kerosene,
in these experiments the air, hydrogen, and liquid fuel were supplied simultaneously, so the time with
low-injection pressure of liquid fuel was decreased. The visible delay in obtaining the nominal flow of
liquid fuel through the injectors was decreased. Analyzing chamber pressure distribution for hexane
and ethanol (upper part of Figures 8 and 9, marked with black curve), it may be noted that the initiation
of detonation took place in the transient phase (before reaching the nominal flow) of the liquid fuel.
The activation of an initiator tube was carried out at about 50 ms of the experiment for both cases,
immediately after reaching maximum pressure in the intake manifolds for the gaseous components
of the mixture. As can be observed, the combustion started as a deflagration with strong pressure
oscillations (frequency of oscillations < 500 Hz), which, in favorable conditions, i.e., evaporation
of appropriate amount of fuel and the occurrence of an energy impulse in the form of a pressure
wave/oscillation, leads to the initiation of rotating detonation. Comparing the time between the
initiating impulse and the appearance of rotating detonation, it may be concluded that the delay time
will be reduced for fuels with a lower boiling point (see Table 3), e.g., hexane and ethanol compared to
kerosene. In the case of hexane and ethanol, as with kerosene, there were changes in the amplitude of
pressure during the propagation of rotating detonation. This was probably connected with the local
dynamics of mixing liquid and gaseous components in the detonation chamber. Mixture composition
can differ locally due to the possible disturbance of pressure in the manifold, which may cause changes
in chamber pressure amplitude. Moreover, it is possible that local changes in droplet size occurred,
caused by the interaction between the rotating detonation wave and liquid injector. Since there
were 12 liquid injectors operating in the chamber, even small inaccuracies in their manufacture may
cause slight differences in mass flow rate flowing through the injector, influencing the behavior of
the detonation process. Another reason for pressure amplitude reduction could also be the periodic
occurrence of more than one detonation wave in a chamber as well as a change in propagation direction.
Both of these effects were noted during the advanced investigation of chamber pressure behavior using
more than one pressure sensor in the common plane of a chamber.

Figure 8. Propagation of rotating detonation for liquid hexane (C6H14)–air mixture with hydrogen addition.
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Figure 9. Propagation of rotating detonation for liquid ethanol (C2H5OH)–air mixture with
hydrogen addition.

3.4. Experimental Results for Propane–Air Mixture

As mentioned in Section 2, propane is commonly used as a kerosene substitute in experimental
research studies, mostly related to PDE. Since no serious modifications were required in the experimental
facility in order to investigate propane, some experiments were also conducted for this fuel. In that
case, propane was the only fuel and was delivered through the gaseous injectors used for hydrogen
during the previous research. Air was once again used as an oxidizer. An example result of an
experiment is presented in Figure 10. After initiation at 50 ms, deflagration combustion occurred with
an oscillation frequency of 500 Hz. Despite the detonative potential of the propane–air mixture as
presented in the literature, e.g., [20], for our geometry no rotation detonation was observed in several
experiments. There are at least two possible reasons for this. First of all, as the injection system was
designed for hydrogen, its geometry may be ineffective in terms of creating the right propane–air
mixture. The second reason was the initiation energy, which might not have been large enough.
The research conducted with propane was treated only as an additional task and was not investigated
in a very detailed way. Modification of the injection system together with detailed investigation of the
mixing and initiation process will most probably lead to a successful detonation process. The only
conclusion that may be drawn is the impossibility of initiating rotating detonation with an air–propane
mixture in the current geometry of the chamber. Despite the inability to achieve detonation initiation,
one interesting effect was noticed during the experimental campaign. As can be observed in Figure 10,
very low frequency changes occurred in chamber pressure. At 50 ms, the pressure amplitude began to
rise, achieving the maximum value at circa 175 ms and then dropped slowly. At 300 ms, it began to rise
again, but the experiments were too short to investigate the existence of other cycles. This effect might
be caused by the fact that the exhaust of the chamber was connected to the dump tank. It is possible
that exhaust gases caused shockwaves, which reflected inside the tank and created a wave system,
which caused the periodic plugging of chamber exhaust and affected internal pressure. It may be also
connected with Helmholtz resonator effect in the whole flow system (feeding, detonation chamber,
dump tank, and exhaust tube), but that problem was not investigated further. Importantly, those
oscillations might also have influenced the previous results and, so, additional examination, with longer
operation of the chamber, should be done to improve the quality of results. This was included in the
future research plan but will require serious interference in the geometry of the research facility.
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Figure 10. Propagation of rotating detonation for propane–air mixture.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

As was presented in Table 1 and proven in [51,52] from the thermal efficiency point of view,
detonation is far more effective than the classical deflagration combustion. Considering the use of
rotating detonation in an axisymmetric chamber, there are further advantages associated with the
geometry, mass, and design of the combustion chamber. The presented research revealed the possibility
of using readily accessible fuels such as kerosene, hexane, or ethanol in such a system, with just a little
addition of sensitizer, which in our case was a hydrogen.

While it was not possible to detonate the investigated fuels in a pure form in the designed
geometry of the chamber, addition of a small amount of hydrogen (up to 10% by volume, taking into
account only H2 and air) initiated and sustained the rotating detonation process. The influence of
initial fuel temperature (20 ◦C and 100 ◦C for kerosene) on the possibility of detonation occurrence
was presented. With higher temperature of a fuel, the less hydrogen amount was required to initiate
detonation. It is expected that further increase in initial fuel temperature (above 100 ◦C, close to boiling
temperature) will lead to an even greater reduction in sensitizer requirement and make detonation
initiation far less demanding. Nevertheless, it cannot be forgotten that if kerosene is at too high a
temperature, it may lead to rapid evaporation of lighter fractions, the accumulation of heavier fractions,
and, consequently, the choking of injectors. Another problem is that, if fuel is heated, the feeding
line should be designed so that large pressure drops are avoided, as these may lead to the boiling
temperature being exceeded, creating a vapor lock in an injector. Alternatively, the other mixture
component can be heated, an air in this case. Since the flow rate of a gaseous oxidizer is rather large,
a great deal of energy would be required to increase the temperature to a reasonable level. But in
a system where the air supplied is compressed, such as a turbojet engine (transportation sector) or
turbine (power generation sector), its temperature rises naturally. Such a situation is also expected to
improve the evaporation rate of liquid fuel droplets and helps to initiate and sustain the detonation.
On the other hand, since the density of the air decreases with rising temperature, the loading factor
also decreases. Further research is required to investigate the advantages and disadvantages of heating
air in a supply line for optimization purposes.

Hydrogen addition to a fuel–air mixture causes complications in the supply line and the combustion
chamber itself. Since hydrogen has to be stored in a rather large additional tank (given its density),
it may not be effective to apply that to mass-limited aerospace systems. There are, however, applications
where system mass is not a critical factor, for example, power plants. Assuming “green hydrogen”
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can be produced on site at a renewable energy power plant, it can be stored as an energy reserve and
released, supporting the rotating detonation process when the renewable source becomes suboptimal.

Together with rising efficiency of a combustion process, the lower amount of hydrocarbon fuels
has to be used to get a similar effect. Since combustion products contain the CO2, from the point of view
of environmental concerns, it is important to increase the efficiency as much as possible. One way to
get this goal is to replace classical combustion chambers with a more effective detonation one wherever
feasible. As the paper presented, this is possible with just a little help from easily available hydrogen,
the most common molecule in the universe.
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Symbols and Abbreviations

Symbols Abbreviations
f frequency (Hz)
λ cell size (mm)
φ equivalence ratio (-)
CH detonation chamber
const. constant
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
HHV higher heating value (MJ/kg)
IPN isopropyl nitrate
LDL lean detonation limit
LHV lower heating value (MJ/kg)
NOx nitrous oxides
NPT normal pressure and temperature
PDE Pulsed Detonation Engine
RDE Rotating Detonation Engine
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